
Meeting of the NKU Freestyle & HTM committee 12.8.2016, Helsinki

Present: Emmy Simonsen (Denmark), Rolf Gustavsson (Sweden), Johanna Saariluoma (Finland, 
secretary)

  News from Denmark

New judges training has starting this year. Denmark is hoping to get 10 new judges at some point 
next year. Danish dog dance committee is going to have a new member. Denmark is celebrating 
their 10th anniversary as an official sport with special competitions, shows, and reconstructed old 
routines. Next year there is going to be a one-week summer camp (5 days) with several foreign 
guests, competitions and seminars.

  News from Sweden (attachment 1)

The club that runs freestyle in Sweden (Svenska Hund Freestyle Clubben) is planning to establish a 
grand champion title to be awarded for 20 certificates so that competitors may have something In 
Sweden also a new revision of rules has been published, that will be set for at least the next five 
years. The big news is, that a dog without normally set testicles can also gain a title. In addition 
minimum times for routines in classes 2 and 3 have been risen from the previous and the rules 
forbidding treats in the ring are now slightly stricter. 

In addition the member count of the club has been rising from 127 members to 183. In
addition statistically speaking the number of HTM starts have been increasing, but FS decreasing. 
Also some show organizers haven’t been as active as previously. The time for applying to arrange 
competitions is now 6 months, which is higher as earlier.

  News from Norway

Norway unfortunately wasn’t present but the other representatives were pleased to have Norwegian 
greetings in a written form (please find it as attachment 2).

  News from Finland

In Finland there have been some new show stewards trained, but there is still need for more in the 
near future. The first judge’s course organized under the Finnish Kennel Club regulations has been 
finished, and Finland has gained seven new judges now bringing the total amount of judges up to 
17. In addition one judge qualified to judge also HTM in addition to her previous right to judge FS, 
so all 17 are now qualified to judge both sports.

The Finnish judges’ guidelines have also been rewritten in order to give a clearer 
understanding of the sport to both the judges and the competitors. Old verbal evaluations scale has 
been revised to be more encouraging. In addition the Finnish judges have agreed to raise the amount
of dogs a judge can judge per day to 40, which will hopefully give way to bigger competitions.

Organizationally there has been a major change when the Finnish Freestyle and HTM 
administration has moved to be under the working trial organization (Suomen Palveluskoiraliitto) 
from being directly administered by the Finnish Kennel Club.

  News regarding the WC in Moscow

The NKU committee agrees, that the event was well organized and the venue and advice provided 
for the competitors were excellent. Also the media was well represented at the event giving the 



sport good coverage in the different medias. Of the Nordic countries Sweden had the only full 
teams placing second in HTM and fourth in FS. Finland gained individual silver in HTM.

  Evaluation Nordic Championship 2015

No complaints reached this committee. Looking forward to see Norway participate again in 2016.

  News regarding Nordic Championship 2016

Invite has arrived. Safe warm-up area wished for.

  If possible news regarding Nordic Championship 2017

Herning, probably 4-5.11. Not yet confirmed.

  Scissoring classes in the Nordic Championships (suggestion from Sweden)

The representatives were unanimous about allowing scissoring judges in the Nordic Championship 
competitions as long as it is not seen as a mandatory arrangement (with scissoring is meant sharing 
the judging responsibility between two panels of judges so, that each panel is assigned whole 
classes to judge but the routines are performed in turns from each panel’s class).

  Newly formed FCI committee - how does it influence our countries (Nordic Championship 
rules?  International Class 3/4?

We’ll follow the development of the rules and see when the rules will be set enough to be applicable
to the Nordic Championships.

Issues that are important to be brought to the table in the FCI from our Nordic perspective: 

- positive handling
- 10 HTM positions. Emphasis on good and precise heelwork. 
- Props: should be used sufficiently, handler (one person) can carry the props in 

themselves, the props shouldn’t be the center of the attention
- Moves should be such, that they can be considered safe to train and perform 
- Avoid emphasizing any element too much: so that the routine doesn’t become 

circus/boring and easy/playing too safe/handler doing acrobatics

  Next meeting is planned to be held 19.5.2017 in Oslo (planned schedule 11.00-15.30)


